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Some Theoretical Aspects of Processes
Behind the Meanings of Proverbs and Phrases

ABSTRAcT: This article examines the process that makes proverbial utterances

meaning-carrying units. The aim is to show why proverbial utterances are

used and understood in everyday speech, focusing particularly on their con-

text-connected aspects. Context is understood as a cultural mattet as a matter

of an individual experience, and as offering a frame for interpreting an utter-

ance. The examples of Finnish utterances included are taken from both the past

and present.
The theoretical background of this study stands on the view that language

structures reality. Grice's cooperative principles, Frege's deviation of lexical

and implicated meaning, and Hintikka's and Sandu's manner of understand-

ing possible world semantics create a framework for understanding the Process
by which utterances become meaning-carrying expressions. In everyday life,

proverbs and phrases are relatively permanent expressions but the meaning of

an utterance may change when moved from one context to another.

KEy woRDs: prooerb, phrase, prorterbial ufterance, meaning, interpretation

1-. Introduction

This article examines the meanings of Proverbs and Phrases in every-

day use from the persPective of folkloristic paremiology and of the phi-
losophy of language. I aim to clarify the phenomena bound to everyday

proverbs and to highlight the nature of proverbs and Phrases as carriers

of meaning. My focus is on meaning in Particular. When considering Pro-
verbial utterances in the contexts in which those utterances have been used,

it appears obvious that context adds to what is said and understood'
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The examples given in this article concern Proverbs in particular. The

processes of interpretation and the acquirement of meaning become more

visible with proverbs in context than equivalent plocesses with phrases
do. Although proverbs are used in the examples, the process with regards

to phrases remains the same. The interpretation Process is the basis for
understanding particular meanings linked to these types of expression.
Most of the older and traditional proverbs in context are from the Folklore
Archives of the Finnish Literature Society in Helsinki; the material con-

sists of life stories concerning everyday life in Finland before World War

II (PE85). The examples given of modern proverbs from the beginning of
the twenty-first century consist of newspaper material (SSS) and of texts

concerning the meaning of proverbs (Q-2000). As my focus is on meaning,
the study is based on utterances in my mother tongue, Finnish. A1l the
examples in this text are translations.

2. Proverbs and phrases

'Proverb' and 'phrase' are multiform, varying concepts; in principle,
a proverb may be a fixed phrase in literature or a part of an oral tradition.
A phrase also has two living contexts, a literal and an oral context. The

term'proverb'has never been defined to perfection because no particular
features exist that indicate that a sentence is a proverb (Dundes 7994:44)-

The only current consensus focuses on the relative brevity of proverbs
and on the traditionality or familiarity of proverbs. I concur with Wolf-
gang Mieder in his agreement with Archer Taylor's statement that "[. '.]
a definitive definition of the genre is an impossibility" (Mieder 2004:2-3).

The same is true of phrases that are part of figurative speech. This article
understands a proverb as a short, independent statement that is or has

been familiar within the frame of a particular time and place. A phrase

is a construction of a minimum of two words. As phrases, proverbs have

a basic form that appears most often in one or more variations. The pos-

sibility for variation is larger among proverbs and the most important fea-

ture for distinguishing a proverb from a phrase is that a proverb is a state-

ment other than a phrase.
Both proverbs and phrases are signs that connect thinking to emo-

tions and feelings (Bruner 1986:65), and are a part of language and tightly
bound to everyday culture. Inside their own cultural context, it is pos-

sible to use proverbs and phrases to handle topics hitherto unknown to
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a listener. Traditional Proverbs and phrases are still used in everyday lan-

guage, as are their modern counterParts.

3. Context

The context remains for all types of situation in which it is possible

to use a proverb or a phrase. Context has three dimensions: a situational

context, a cultural context, and a research context. Situational context

combines the meaning of an utterance with individual experience, while

cultural context - such as historical era, geographical area, and language

- combines meaning with time and place. Research context has a special

feature: both the researcher and the phenomena in question are Situated

in the same frames of a world, sharing a common comprehension of that

world (Kusch 1988: 102-103). It is important to examine how a Proverbial
utterance is interpreted, how that proverbial utterance receives meaning

in the contexts described, and how to describe the process in question.

This article understands context as both a cultural matter and aS a matter

of an individual experience brought into the context of research.

In everyday use, both proverbs and phrases occur orally and in a col-

loquial written form. Written colloquial language, as - for example - on

the internet, in newspaPers, and in opinion columns, is part of an eve-

ryday context. It is worth noting that in the examples given in this arti-

cle, the episode of the proverb was just a short moment in the narrator's

life or a part of a message to a newsPaPer editorial. All the contexts are

quite small events from the perspective of a lifetime. The presumption is

that the events in narrators' life stories are to be believed and the reasons

stated for commenting in a newspaPer are to be accepted.

The situation differs when utterances occur in literary texts; for exam-

ple, in novels and speeches. In literature and formal use, Proverbs resem-

ble fixed phrases that are most often translated by giving an equivalent

expression known in a certain language and cultural area; the same is

true of phrases. Also, in this manner, meaning disappears and transla-

tion stands on the assumed standard proverbial interpretation (SPI) that

is understood as the universal, torrect' interpretation (Norrick 1985:

l}g-117). The SPI presupPoses universality and is often seen as a torrect'
interpretation when cultural prejudices are involved. According to Hilary
Putnam (1g75),universality of features among languages means universal
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structures, not universal meanings. Also, similarity in intention, at a mi-
cro level, does not mean similarity in extension, at a macro level.

The situation supplements words, and words supplement the ongo-

ing action. As the references are events, actions and phenomena/ a Prov-
erb always has a practical role in all environments (Krikmann 2010: 5L;

Granbom-Henanen 2008: 223). A speaker and listener participate in the

situation with their life experiences, forming the'micro context', which
is a part of a cultural, social, and economical space in a particular era, or

the'macro context.'That space is entitled a'world.'Around worlds exists

a universe one step wider than the macro context. The most important
factor, I contend, is how a proverb is anchored in those existing worlds.
Section 5 - in which I focus on meaning in particular - will examine how
the line of meaning is drawn and how a proverb is anchored to its refer-

ence.

The context for proverbs and phrases has changed over a period of one

century. Everyday communication in Finnish no longer occur using spo-

ken language only: a significant part of interaction between people now
takes place in written form. In everyday language proverbs and phrases

now appear in colloquial written language as well as in the oral tradition.
Nevertheless, despite many changes in living conditions and everyday

practices, proverbs and phrases are still used in colloquial language; in
particular, for argumentation in the case of proverbs, or to characterise
a situation in the case of phrases (Granbom-Herranen 2008; Baran 2007:

99). Proverbs and phrases only occur alone in dictionaries and hardly ever

occur alone in other circumstances. In everyday use, Provelbs and phrases

are utterances that are always combined with simultaneous action. When

focusing on the features of such an utterance in everyday life use, it is easy

to notice that no fundamental differences exist between oral use and use

in colloquial written language. The presentational characteristic does not

disappear when such utterances are moved to new surroundings; namely,

from speech to colloquial writing.

4. Interpretation

If proverbs and phrases are undelstood as fixed utterances, the inter-

pretations of those proverbs and phrases are taught and learned for lit-
erature and translation. Moreover, the interpretations and meanings of

proverbs and phrases are bound to the SPI. In everyday life however/ con-
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text offers a frame to an utterance and adds something to what is said'

The identification of the SPI stands on an assumPtion of socio-cultural
knowledge even if it is much easier to recognise a cultural connection in
place than in time. If utterances are a part of learning, at issue are 'right'
and 'wrong' ways of using and understanding proverbs. The influence of
teachers, schools, and education is strongly present in the teaching and

learning of proverbs. In the nineteenth century and at the beginning of

the twentieth century, Finnish proverbs were - researchers report - learnt

mostly at school and via literaturg which may be one reason why the

meanings of Finnish Provelbs have been understood as universal phe-

nomena. However, books have been the source for Finnish Proverbs to

a much smaller extent than has been assumed (Granbom-Herranen 2009b:

86). In everyday use, discussion of the capability to understand Proverbs
and to understand interpretative possibilities other than one's own is part

of a response to the question,'How do we accept truths besides our own?'

The'right way' to understand ploverbs is tied to a demand to understand

proverbs as tivilized' people understand them. 'Civilized' in this case

might mean individuals in one's circle, or adultt or the majority, oI Eng-

lish speaking people, or Christian people or whatever else the speaker

may decide.
The implicated use of an utterance can be understood as a performance

whose aims relate to the Performance itself, to ongoing action, and to the

words of the utterance. As proverbs and phrases are common knowledge

in a society, innovativeness is also included with intention, functioning
aS a rhetorical tool. Both proverbs and phrases are knowledge anchored

in a performance framed by time and place, To understand Proverbs,
phrases, and their meanings, one should understand the overall context

(see Finneg an 1994:19; Seitel 1994: 136-137). Proverbs and their meanings

rely on combinations of Socio-cultural contexts, peoplq emotions, and

information in various situations. Nowadays, the use of proverbs with an

oral background and proverbs from written sources has merged, Particu-
larly in colloquial wdtten language; Proverbs have also been utilised in
everyday language.

Most often, when a person uses especially a traditional Proverb, the

authority of the earliel speaker of that Proverb is also Plesent. As a mean-

ing-carrying utterance, an exPlession involves a link to the owner or

speaker of the utterance, who is not necessarily the actual user of the

utterance, but someone indicated in the beginning of the sentence. A sen-

tence might very often begin, 'As my granny says/used to say "." The
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owner in question may also be an abstraction; for example,'folk' is quite
often the declared owner of proverbs, as 'prevalent custom' is frequently
the declared owner of phrases. The presence of an earlier authority has

been verified in particular within pedagogical discourse (Briggs 1988,

Granbom-Herranen 2008); however, the contention that an earlier author-
ity is present is problematic in an urban tradition that is not pedagogically
oriented. The user of a proverb is often nowadays an anonymous Person.
In colloquial written text, in comments on the internet, and in comments
published in newspapert the user of a proverb is typically unknown.

5. Various ways of identifying'the meaning'

The significance of an utterance has three basic starting points' The
first is that language is not understood only as an instrument of commu-
nication but as connected to thought (Vygotski 1967).The second starting
point is Gottlob Frege's (2000) principle of context. Third1y, in order to be

understood and interpreted, an utterance should follow Paul Grice's (1975)

'cooperative principles.' Grice's cooperative principles, Frege's deviation
in lexical and implicated meaning, and Jaakko Hintikka's and Gabriel
Sandu's (1994) manner of understanding possible world semantics (PSW)

create a framework to comprehend the process of how utterances become

meaning-carrying expressions.
\Atrhen focusing on language, some special challenges arise, one of

which is that language is always defined in a language using language;
therefore, all ideas must receive meaning in language before we can use

language to define the phenomenon in question (Ricoeur 20A5: 149). Lan-
guage transforms thoughts into spoken or written words. On the other
hand, it is impossible to consider thing+ phenomena, or acts that are not
already conceptualised. The importance of understanding the mecha-

nism behind interpretation lies in the fact that the language with Prover-
bial utterances is a part of constructing an individual's social reality. Lan-

guage is a tool of cultural expression, which controls all the life through
its concepts (Devitt & Sterelny 7987: 176-717, 172). To adopt utterances or

a system of symbols is to adopt away of understanding reality.
Frege contends that the meaning of an utterance is definable either

by the principle of contextuality or by the principle of compositional-
ity (Rott 2000:627). The principle of contextuality states that the meaning
of an expression is always bound to the context in which it is used; the
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situational or wider context of a sentence gives the meaning of the words.

The principle of compositionality requiles that the meaning of a sentence

arise from the meanings of words and be determined by the meanings

of its constituent exPressions; the focus is therefore on words and on the

interpretations of words (Harman 7975). Even scholars considering the

theories of Frege have not been able to tell which principle - contextuality

or compositionality - Frege himself Prefelled (Pelletier 2001). In any case,

it is more than questionable to interpret meanings by mixing these prin-
ciples or changing the focus from one principle to another in one study

(Granbom-Herranen 2012).

The use of proverbial expressions is a Part of communicative SPeech

that follows Grice's cooperative principles of Quantity', 'quality','relationi

and'manner' (Granbom-Herranen 2008: 174:L75). Each category includes

maxims at various levels. The'quantity' category states that a contribution

should be as informative aS lequired for the current PurPose, but should

not be more informative than is required; quantity is related to how much

information is provided. The 'quality' category tells us not to say any-

thing we believe to be false or for which we lack adequate evidence: most

important is to attempt to keep oneself true when sPeaking. The category

of ?elation' requires that a sPeech act be relevan! howevet the difficulty
in this requirement is that relevance is a variable concept. The fourth, the

category of 'manner" guides us to avoid obscurity and ambiguity in an

expression, and to be brief and orderly; 'manner' is related to well-aimed

spiech. (Grice 1975: 45-45) These principles may be violated consciously

oi subconsciously. When making a Pause in the discourse the use of the

proverb violates one or more of the above-mentioned cateSories and aS

i violating element brings in some new asPectsl. To say too much or too

little constitutes violence against the category of quantity.

Grandpa-41. Cars cannot be paid with the study grant, So those who have

u .r. g"t money from parent!. Everybody does not have the possibility to
get th; generous support from parent s - pappf, betala ['dad pays']2'

I Grice's maxims and their violations have also been seen as a possibility in folklor-
istic research focusing on humour (Krikmann 2004, 88-95).

'z SSt sent 2.9.2006. The proverb is pappa betalar f'dad pays (for everything)', 'isii

maksaa' in Finnishl. Also in Finnish speech the proverb always occurs in Swedistu the

Finnish translation is never used. This SMS-message refers to the discourse considering

study grant that the state gives in Finland. The proverb refers to Finland-Swedish popu-

Iation ind to its possession for example in economic life which status is based on the his-
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The category of quality is violated - for example - when a speaker lies
or tells something that cannot be true.

Man! That is just red-blooded desire of a normal man. Keep an eye on
your wife. She plays away, ehkii kaipaa "oihreiiii ruohot" aidan toisella
puolella [might hunger for "greener grass" on the other side of the fence'].

-betrayed woman3.

Violence against the category of relevance is linked to events and utter-
ances like in the next example.

Moni kakku piiiiltii kaunis. ['Many cakes look good']. Cars rust away
under the plastic cover. How is it possible to know the conditions of body
in modern plastic cars? - Sepia.

Speech behaves'against' the category of manner when a speaker does
not voice his or her own opinion but offers one hint after another.

The victims ought to be demanded to be present at a court session on
pain of the penalty payment. The victims are nothing less than escaping.

- Silmii silmiistii [An eye for an eye']s.

tory of Finland. Among Swedish-speaking Finns the standard of living has been, and in
many cases still is, higher than among Finnish-speaking Finns. Swedish was the official
language until the independence. However, in 1853 it became possible to use also Finnish
in official matters focusing on Finland. Only every tenth of ordinary people were Swed-
ish speaker before the World War II (f. ex. Granbom-Herranen 2010a: 105).

3 SSS, sent 8.9.2006. Actually not a person hungers for grass as cows, horses and
other animals do. The sentence is referring to the proverb Ruoho on aihreiimpiiii aidan

toisella puolen [The grass is always greener on the other side of the fence'] and the writer
says something that is not true to awake the reader to see the main point of her message.

She knows because her husband (if we trust that the pseudonym is telling the truth) has

betrayed her with somebody who wanted a new or better company.
n SSt sent 23.12.2006. The cited proverb refers to the traditional Finnish proverb

Moni kakku pdiiltii kaunis, Traan on sillkoa sisiiltii ['Many a cake looks good but the inside is
just rubbish'1. When starting the message with a sentence like this, the reader might ask

what cakes actually have to do with cars. The proverb in the message is sent when the
quality of used cars was topical. The context clarifies the connection. The meaning of the
sentence still remains unclear if the reader does not know that the proverb continues
with "but", which stresses the opposite quality of the object.

u SSS, sent 2.9.2006. Proverb Silmii silmiistri ja hammas hampaasta [An eye for an eye

and a tooth for a tooth I in Finnish it is known as the Code of Hammurabi and it is also to
be found in Bible both in The Otd and New Testaments in various texts. Actually it does

not become clear if the threat in proverb is directed towards the accused person or the
victim.

379
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The use of a proverb or phrase violates one or more of the above-men-
tioned categories and makes an utterance to differ from the ongoing dis-
course; proverbs and phrases per se also conflict with one or more of
Grice's cooperative principles (Granbom-Herranen zafi: 49.) However, the
use of a proverb or the proverb itself adds value to a speech event. A con-
ventional meaning consists of common knowledge and of tacit knowl-
edge in the context of a particular time and place (Grice L97s:44-46;Frege
1984: 42). Interpretations of proverbial expressions most commonly stand
on similarity or on continuity that is real, as$umed, or associated; mean-
ing is constructed by linking interpretation with context. Discrepancies
in meaning between paremiological schools might be made concrete in
terrns of how two entities find each other. The metaphoric feature of utter-
ances such as proverbs and phrases complicates that link even further.
The best known and most important models for connecting abstract and
concrete are the metaphor theories: comparison theory (see for example
Fogelin 1988), interaction theory (Black 1981), intention theory (searle 1.981),
and the model of literal interpretation (Davidson 1981)6.

However, when similarity or comparisr:n between two entities is
insufficient to link those entities (as in Fogelin 1988 and Black 1981), when
aspeaker's intention is generally unclear (as in Searle 1981), and when a lit-
eral interpretation is insufficient to understand a proverb (as in Davidson
1981), Hintikka's and sandu's t1994) handling of possible world semantics
offers an additional alternative for understanding the process of meaning
(Granbom-Herranen 2011: 50-52). Focus is in this case on the world line
and on the meaning line. The world Iine is seen as connected to real-
ity; it restates that two individuals are in two different worlds counted as
identical. one finds the lexical meaning of an utterance by drawing the
world line and the reference point is the lexical meaning. The meaning
line simply indicates what is meant; it connects an expression to a ref-
erence that exists in another world or is a point inside the same world.
A reference point is anchored in different ways in different eras; the same
is true of place. An important aspect of drawing a meaning line is the
anchoring or mooring of that line; the line begins and ends somewhere.
The expression operates in such a way that both the speaker and listener
recognise the worlds used. (Hintikka & sandu 1994: 155*156J Novels and
films are a part of contemporary fairy-tale reality and often function as an
anchoring point. Nowadayo the lexical meaning of a proverb no longer

t Contrasting different theories of metaphor, see cranbom-Herranen 2011, 50-52.
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functions as the most imPortant reference Point: even the terms used in
traditional proverbs and Phrases are from the contemPoraly world. When

a proverb ii interpreted, that Provelb becomes an artefact of a particular

space, a particular time and place. The interpretation of an utterance is

linked to at least two possible worlds, the first of which is the world in
which that utterance is used, and the second of which is the world of the

interpretation itself. In the background may exist both the world of the

recolding and the world of the birth of the utterance in question. Interpre-

tations made in the new sPace do not always meet previous meanings in
other worlds, either past or parallel to the present time.

Proverbs as utterances have been relevant for hundreds of years. The

constellation of Finnish proverbs is quite permanent. According to Matti

Kuusi, only one third of proverbs change over one hundred years (Kuusi

1994:117118), meaning that the proverbs used in the twenty-first century

are much the same as those used in the beginning of the twentieth century

and quite the same as those used in the mid nineteenth century. It is pos-

sible ior example to trace some Finnish proverbs to when those proverbs

were used in speech only. For instance, the proverb Sitii kuusta kuuleminen,

jonka juurella asunto [lit. You must listen to advice given by the sPruce you

live next to]7 dates to a time apPloximately one thousand years ago when

inhabitants of Finland earned some of their living through agriculture but

to a greater extent by hunting and fishing. I refer to that time in this study as

world number one or W1. The proverb in question is still in use but instead

of referring to spirits of nature, now often refers to secular events.

Next the focus is on the model based on possible world semantig com-

bining it with one Finnish proverb, Sitii kuusta kuuleminen, ionka juurella

asunto.In the older material from the Folklore Archives of the Finnish

Literature Society (a collection entitled Perinne eliimassiini [Tradition in my

life1 from the year 1985) the proverb was found in two contexts. I refer to

the era when life stories telling about the narrators' childhoods were writ-
tery the 1980s, as world number two or W2.

(1) In the 1930s, elderly people remembered their childhood and, in par-

ticular, how childre. *ete brought up. At that time/ parents' words
were law and a child brave enough to try to disprove them heard slfa

kuusta kuuleminen, ionka iuurella asuntos.

7 This proverb is expected to be the oldest Finnish proverb.
8 P885, woman/ born1922.
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(2) Work had to be done so well that you d get more later. You'd only earn
your living when working. (...) The bible, the book of books, offers
that advice; so do old sayings such as Sitri kuusta kuuleminen, jonka
juurella asuntoe.

In 2000 I became familiar with an element of the use of this proverb in
contemporary life (Granbom-Herranen 2001). I refer to the very beginning
of the twenty-first century as world three or 'W3.' Three persons offered
three different interpretations of the proverb.

(3) If you're a worker, you are to side with your employefo.

(4) It's a reminder. We all have roots somewhere and they shouldn't be
forgottenll.

(5) If you want to keep a job and income, it's better when speaking to
have the same opinion as one's employer: 'Kenenleipliii sydt, sen lauluia
laulat' flit. Whose bread you eat, his or her songs you sing]12,

The proverb occurs once in the contemPorary material consisting of
the SMS messages sent as short letters to a newsPaPer editorial. The era

in questiory the fourth world or W4, is approximately ten years later than
that of the previous example.

(6) It is wrong to support political parties, perhaps not in a juridical
sense but in a moral sense, as similarly, all bribery is wrong -'Srtii
kuusta kuuleminen...'13

Figure 1. The world lines connect the proverbs

9

10

ll

t2

PE85, man, bornt937.

Q-2000, man, born 1.938.

Q-2000, woman, bom 1952.

Q-200O woman, born 1955.
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As Figure 1 shows, the world lines connect the sentences - that is, the

proverb 'Sitti kuusta kuuleminen, jonka iuurella asunto' - between worlds
WL, W2, W3, and W4. This is reasonable even if in W4 is seen only at the

beginning of the proverb. Strictly speaking, the meaning line in W4 iinks
'Sitii kuusta kuuleminen..' to the entire proverb, 'Sitii kuusta kuuleminen,

jonka juurella asunto', and the reference point becomes a starting point for

the meaning line anchored with the intended meaning. The utterance as

a phenomenon is the same in all of these worlds and it is possible there-

fore to connect the world lines in the diagram to any of the other worlds.

These worlds are a part of a common space, a common universe. The outer

line is the universe, in this case Finland, and the worlds are connected
through time and space, which presumes a shared common comprehen-
sion of the world.

The same is not true when the focus is on the meaning lines. The mean-

ing lines cannot be drawn equally, as the anchor points of meaning lines

are not equivalents.

Figure 2. The meaning lines anchor to meanings

In Figure 2, the reference point in W1 is the spirit of the forest, reli-

gion [0-m]. The meaning lines in W2 and W3 have more than one anchor

point. In W2 the meaning in example (2) [2-m] and in W3 the meaning in
example (5) t5-m] are more or less the same. In both examPles, the mean-

ing focuses on work and on an oppressed position. In W2 [1-m] the other
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meaning of the proverb anchors to the relationship between Parents and

children. In W3, in addition to the declared [5-m] meaning, one mean-

ing anchors to the idea of solidarity towards an employer [3-m] and the

other to the need for roots, for something everlasting [4-m]' In the W4,

the meaning is bound to corruption [6-m]. In Finland, all political parties
receive party subsidies, which in this short letter to a newspaper edito-'
rial, is equated with bribes. A commonality can be seen in the reference

points of the meaning lines. tn all the given meanings, a phenomenon

exists'above' life, a something that offers a frame for what to do or not to

do. In these examples, that something is a sacred spirit parents, employer,

homeland, or money.
As seen above, although proverbs are relatively unchanging, their

meanings do change in both everyday speech and colloquial written
language. Proverbs and their meanings are not everlasting elements for
ordinary people and in everyday life. The meaning of a proverb alters

with changes occurring in the use of proverbs and the everyday context'

Nowadays proverbs are found in all types of context in which they might
receive quite extraordinary connections when compared to an assumed

standard proverbial interpretation.
Context is the space or universe surrounding an individual, including

the life experience of a person and an entire society with its culture. The

life experience linking an individual and utterance creates the meaning

of an expression. Meaning, it should be noted, is not necessarily identi-

cal for speaker and listener. To understand the meaning of a term, one

should understand the extension of that term under the concurrent cir-
cumstances and other types of circumstance (Hintikka & Sandu 1994:

152): acontention linked to the idea that no Person can know the meaning

of a term if all one can know is the actual extension of that term. Inter-

pretation - in short - is possible only if one knows the contexts involved;

however, as with terms, that is hardly ever Possible. Knowing all contexts

is really only a theoretical possibility, even if one Presumes the existence

of micro-universal or macro-universal and common knowledge. The nar-

rative material of this study demonstrates that common knowledge is not

standardised. Common knowledge resides instead inside a socio-cultural
frame. It (common knowledge) is connected to an individual level of mat-

uration and growth, relating to how a Person uses and can use language

and thereby conceptualise abstract and concrete phenomena and acts.

(Granbom-Herranen 2008: 77 2-17 3, 207).
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5. Conclusions

Language structures reality with ideas (concepts) that are possible

to use in language. In the use of provelbial utterances, it is important -
I contend - not only to understand the words involved, but to examine

the situational circumstances. A basis for the idea of a proverb is con-

structed when a proverb is heard for the first time, giving that proverb

a basic meaning when met again later. In ordinary life and in everyday

use, the interpretation of a proverb is a matter of a situational and indi-
vidual experience. Besides everyday words and meanings, proverbs are

combinations of socio-cultural context, people, emotiory and all types of
information over various situations. In connecting individual interpreta-
tiont one can construct a picture of the shared experienced reality. For

that reason, oral proverbs differ to literary proverbs, which are taught and

learnt and towards which an expectation of 'right' and'wrong' use - and

a need for translation and universalism - exist. However, the manner in
which an individual gives meanings to phenomena is seldom entirely ran-

dom; it is directed by the opinions accepted in a society.
That intended meaning of a proverbial utterance differs from the

understood meaning of that proverbial utterance remains true even if the

speaker or writer and listener or reader share a common language and

socio-cultural background. The intention of the speaker and the inter-
pretation of the listener are not the only valid effects; some 'supplemen-

tary' content from the context enters into an utterance in use. Examined
from an outside perspective, as in the study of proverbs and phrases in
archives, interpretations of meaningful utterances often stand on a basic

ground meaning. In that manner, the situational effect of the meaning in
question is left out without any specific notions. The meaning approaches

that in literature when an utterance is not used in any defined context.

However, that basic literary meaning may include much more than words
only: some communal, time-and-place-based elements may be combined

with the expression.
This article shows that the meaning given to an utterance cannot be

interpreted entirely outside the context of its use, and that the meaning of
an utterance changes when moved from one sPace - from one time and

place - to another. I contend that the time for assuming that a proverb has

a commory universal, and multipurpose meaning has passed. However,

scholars have a key role as interpreters, whatever a study might focus on.

The requirement to avoid one's own prejudices to manifest themselves
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becomes emphasised in studies dealing with interpretations and with
meanings.

Nowadays, proverbs are not primarily transmitted orally or from
one generation to another; rather, transmission occurs primarily in writ-
ten form and quite often within a single generation only; those outside

a generation are also outsiders to the utterances. A proverb is created by

somebody, by an unknown or a well-known Person. The proverb has

been invented and used, by which means it has become a part of every-

day language and in that manner has become meaningful. In summaly,

provelbial utterances are not mere tradition without message, Passed on

by the elderly; rathet proverbs and phrases are sentences with meanings.

Those meanings might be hidden as readily as they may be intended by
the speaker. They may also be utterances without hidden meaning when

used in particular as literary phrases.
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Teoretyczne aspekty proces6w ksztaltuj4cych
znaczenia pruysliw i pol4czert wyrazowych

STRESZCZENIE

Niniejszy artykut po6wiecony jest znaczeniom powszechnie uzywanych
przysl6w i polqczeri wyruzowych w ujgciu wielodyscyplinarnym. obja6nione s4

zjawiska zwi4zane zprzyslowiami dotycz4cymi codziennego zycia. ]ednostki te

ukazane s4 jako rodzaj noSnik6w znaczenia. Przyslowia i wyrazenia s4 znaka-

mi, kt6re t4czE my6lenie z emocjami i uczuciami. Konteksty s4 rozumiane iako
tr6jwymiarowe zjawiska: kontekst sytuacyjny lqczy znaczenie wypowiedzenia
z do|wiadczeniem indywidualnym, podczas gdy kontekst kulturalny l4czy zna-

czenie z czasem i miejscem; trzeci kontekst to kontekst badawczy. W artykule
przyjgto nastgpuj4c4 definicjg przyslowia: kr6tkie samodzielne stwierdzenie,
kt6re jest lub byto znane w ramach danego czasu i miejsca. Pol4czenie wyrazowe
rozumiane jest jako kombinacja co najmniej dw6ch wyraz6w. Przystowia i pol4-

czenia wyrazowe to jednostki maj4ce znaczenie, kt6re moze byc oczywiste lub

ukryte; mog4 to te|bycwypowiedzenia z ukrytym znaczeniem lub pozbawione
go. ZaloLenia teoretyczne oparte s4 na Pogled zie, 2e igzyk potz4dkuje rzeczywi-
sto5i. Zasady kooperacji Paula Grice'a, dewiacja leksykalnego i implikowanego
znaczenia Gottloba Frege, sposobu rozumienia Swiatowej semantyki (PSW) jaak-

ko Hintikkasa i Gabriela Sandu tworzq podstawy rozumienia Procesu, w wyni-
ku kt6rego wypowiedzenie staje sie wyrazeniem bgd4cym noSnikiem znaczenia.

Nawet jeLeliprzyslowia s4 ustabilizowane w jqzyku, zaktadanie, ze powszechne

lub uniwersalne wielofunkcyjne znaczenie jest przypisane do przystowia, iest
nieadekwatne. Znaczenie wypowiedzenia zmienia sig, kiedy Przeniesione iest
ono z jednej przestrzeni - z jednego czasu i miejsca - do innego, podobnie jakza-
kladana standardowa interpretacja przyslowia. W codziennym uzyciu znaczenie

wypowiedzenia zawsze jest zwi4zane z kompetencj4 w zakresie rozumienia.


